
With ever-changing working environments, relying on in-person meetings for 
mission-critical, high-touch decision making is no longer a failsafe solution. 
Lumen Managed Video Conferencing fully managed services allow you to 
connect face-to-face with employees, customers and partners around the 
world—while working virtually anywhere. Leveraging an IP VPN-enabled, 
global network, we seamlessly deliver the maximum quality video and other 
applications through a single VPN port and local loop.

Lumen® Managed 
Video Conferencing
Leverage your existing network for simplified collaboration.

Fully managed
Our tenured video operations team provides 
a fully managed end-to-end solution allowing 
for worry free collaboration between 
geographically dispersed employees, 
customers, partners and suppliers around the 
world at a moment’s notice.

Cost-effective
Our converged IP VPN-enabled global 
network can cost-effectively provide the 
reach, efficiency, flexibility and quality 
you need to realize the true value of video 
conferencing.

Interoperability
We developed an interop platform with 
supported IP video capability that allows you 
to connect to standard, high definition and 
telepresence equipment across the globe.



Technical features and capabilities
• Interoperable with traditional video conferencing 

systems
• Low-jitter MPLS WAN
• A single URL for accessing large events
• Simple onboarding: No downloads or plug-ins are 

required
• Global fiber optic network to provide maximum 

reliability and availability
• MPLS connection with quality of service (QoS)

Leverage powerful, owned-fiber reliability 
What sets us apart is the combination of our long-
tenured service team members and the fact that our 
communication platform runs on the same powerful, owned 
network used by our data and voice customers, which 
allows us to streamline your video delivery and control your 
conference quality. We equip you with load balancing, dual 
provisioning, failover and alternate routing to other bridges 
as benefits of our disaster avoidance strategy. Our strong 
intercarrier relationships help to leverage our existing 
carrier volumes and relationships globally for aggressive 
pricing solutions, prompt service delivery and fast trouble 
resolution.
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Why Lumen?
The Lumen Collaboration Solutions suite offers a range 
of audio, video and web conferencing services that help 
you boost workplace productivity while maximizing your 
organization’s time, resources and global communications.


